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1. Introduction
Reasoning
researchers

about

knowledge

in such

diverse

has become
fields

an active

as philosophy

topic

[Hintikka,

of investigation
1962],

for

economics

[Moore, 1985]. Recently the interest
[Aumann,
1976], and artificial
intelligence
of theoretical
computer scientists has been sparked, since reasoning about
knowledge has been shown to be a useful tool in analyzing distributed systems
(see Halpern [1987] for an overview and further references).
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In many of the application
areas for reasoning about knowledge,
it is
important to be able to reason about the probability of certain events as well as
the knowledge
of agents. In particular,
this arises in distributed
systems
applications when we want to analyze randomized or probabilistic
programs.
Not surprisingly,
researchers have considered knowledge and probability
before. Indeed, all the publications
in economics on reasoning about knowledge,
going back to Aumann’s seminal paper [Aumann, 1976], have probability
built
into the model. However, they do not consider a logical language that explicitly
allows reasoning about probability.
In this paper, we consider a language that
extends the traditional
logic of knowledge by allowing explicit reasoning about
probability
along the lines discussed in a companion paper [Fagin et al., 1990].
In the standard possible-worlds model of knowledge (which we briefly review
if
in the next section), agent i knows a fact p, written K, p, in a wodd or states
p is true in all the worlds the agent considers possible in world s. We want to
reason not only about an agent’s knowledge, but also about the probability
he
places on certain events. In order to do this, we extend the language considered in [Fagin et al., 1990], which is essentially a formalization
of Nilsson’s
probability
logic [Nilsson, 1986]. Typical formulas in the logic of Fagin et al.
[1990] include W(q) > 2w( ~) and W(q) < 1/3, where p and $ are propositional formulas.
These formulas
can be viewed as saying “p is twice as
probable as @” and “p has probability
less than 1/3”, respectively. Since we
want to reason about the probability
that agent i places on events, we modify
their language to allow formulas such as Wi( p) > 2wi( * ). We also allow p and
@ here to be arbitrary formulas (which may themselves contain nested occurrences of the model operators
w, and Kj ) rather than just propositional
formulas. This gives us the power to reason about higher-order
probabilities
(see Gaifman
[1986] for more discussion on this subject, as well as added
references) and to reason about the probability
that an agent knows a certain
fact.
In order to give semantics to such a language in the possible-worlds
framework, we assume that, roughly speaking, at each state, each agent has a
probability
on the worlds he considers possible. Then a formula
such as
w,(p) > 2wi( * ) is true at state s if, according to agent i’s probability
assignment at state s, the event q is twice as probable as @. For technical and
philosophical
reasons, we find it convenient to view the probability
as being
placed on an arbitrary set of worlds, rather than the set of all worlds that the
agent considers possible in a given state. As we shall show by example,
different
choices for the probability
space seem to correspond to different
assumptions about the background context.
Despite the richness of the resulting language, we can combine the wellknown techniques for reasoning about knowledge with the techniques
for
reasoning about probability
introduced
in [Fagin et al., 1990] to obtain an
elegant complete axiomatization
for the resulting language. Just as there are
different assumptions we can make about the relationship
between the worlds
that agent i considers possible, leading to different axioms for knowledge (see
Halpern and Moses [1992] for an overview), there are also different assumptions about the interrelationships
between agents’ probability assignment spaces
at different states, which also can be captured axiomatically.
We discuss these
assumptions and their appropriateness,
and show how these assumptions can
effect the complexity of the decision procedure for the language.
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This paper is related to a number of other works. We give a brief overview of
the related literature
here. Propositional
probabilistic
variants of temporal
logic [Hart and Sharir, 1984; Lehman and Shelah, 1982] and dynamic logic
[Feldman, 1984; Kozen, 1985] have also been studied, with the goal of analyzing
probabilistic
programs. Probabilistic
temporal logic papers have traditionally
limited the language so that the only probabilistic
statements that can be made
are Boolean combinations
of formulas of the form “q occurs with probability
1984; Kozen, 1985] do bear some
one.” The logics studied in [Feldman,
superficial
resemblance
to ours in that explicit probability
statements
are
allowed, as well as linear combinations
of statements. Indeed, the probability
logic considered in [Fagin et al., 1990], where the only formulas in the scope of
the modal operator w are propositional
formulas, is a fragment of Feldman’s
logic. However, there are some fundamental
differences as well, which arise
from the fact that the main object of interest in these other logics are
programs.
As a result, our language
and those
[Kozen,
1985] are incomparable.
The languages

used in [Feldman,
used in [Feldman,

1984] and
1984] and

here in that they allow
[Kozen,
1985] are richer
than the one we consider
explicit reasoning about programs, but poorer in that they can talk about the
probability
of only a restricted class of formulas. Moreover, there are significant technical differences in the semantics of knowledge operators (our K,’s)
and the program operators of [Feldman, 1984] and [Kozen, 1985].
As we mentioned above, probabilistic
knowledge has been an issue of great
interest in the economics community.
Although
they have not considered
formal languages containing knowledge and probability,
their models can be
viewed as a special case of the models we discuss in this paper. In a recent
paper [Monderer
and Samet, 1989] in the economics literature, Monderer and
Samet investigate
probabilistic
conmlon knowledge, a topic that shall also
concern us here. We compare our framework to theirs in more detail when we
discuss probabilistic
common knowledge.
The framework developed in this paper has also been applied to distributed
systems and cryptography in some recent papers [Fisher and Zuck 19S7, 1988:
Halpern et al., 1988; Halpern and Tuttle, 1993], where the issues raised here
have been examined more carefully in the context of these applications areas.
Finally, we should mention two other papers that consider reasoning about
knowledge and uncertainty in a possible worlds framework somewhat similar to
our own. Halpern
and McAllister
[1989] consider a language that allows
reasoning about knowledge and likelihood, but their notion of likelihood, based
on the logic of likelihood
of [Halpern
and Rabin, 1987] considers only a
qualitative notion of likelihood, rather than explicit probabilities.
Although this
may be appropriate
for some applications,
it is not usefu] for an analysis of
protocols. Ruspini [1987] discusses certain relations that hold between knowledge and probability
in the one-agent case. and relates this in turn to Dempster–Shafer beliefji{nctiom
[Shafer, 1976].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next section contains a
brief review of the classical possible-worlds
semantics for knowledge and a
discussion of how knowledge can be ascribed to processes in a distributed
system. In Section 3, we describe the extended language for knowledge and
probability
and discuss some assumptions that can be placed on the interrelationships between agents’ probability
assignments at different states. In Section
4, we give results on complete axiomatizations
and decision procedures. In
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Section 5, we extend the language to allow common knowledge
tic common knowledge. In Section 6, we give our conclusions.

and probabilis-

2. The Standard Kripke Model for Knowledge
In this section, we briefly review the standard S5 possible-worlds
semantics for
knowledge. The reader is referred to Halpern
and Moses [1992] for more
details.
In order to reason formally about knowledge, we need a language. Suppose
we consider a system with n agents, say 1, . . . . n, and we have a nonempty set
O of primitive propositions
about which we wish to reason. (For distributed
systems applications,
these will typically represent statements, such as “The
value of variable x is O“; in natural language situations, they might represent
statements of the form “It is raining in San Francisco.”) For convenience, we
define true to be an abbreviation
for the formula p v ~ p, where p is a fixed
primitive
proposition.
We abbreviate
m true by false. We construct
more
complicated formulas by closing off @ under conjunction,
negation, and the
modal operators K,, for i = 1, ..., rz (where K, q is read “agent i. knows q“).
We give semantics to these formulas by means of Krzpke structures [Kripke,
1963], which formalize the intuitions behind possible worlds. A Kripke structure
for knowledge (for n agents) is a tuple (S, m, %,,..., =.), where S is a set of
states (thought
of as states of affairs or possible worlds), n(s) is a truth
assignment to the primitive
propositions
of @ for each state s = S (i.e.,
T(s)(p)
= {true, false} for each primitive proposition
p G @ and state s c S),
and ~ is an equivalence relation on the states of S, for i = 1, ..., n. The ~
relation is intended to capture the possibility relation according to agent i:
(s, t) ~ ~ if in world s agent i considers t a possible world.1 We define
~(s) = {s’1(s, s’) G%}.
We now assign truth values to formulas at a state in a structure. We write
(M,s) % P if the formula P is true at state s in Kripke structure M.
(M, s) I=p

(forp

(M, S) KP,A+
(A4, s)k

(M, s) kK,

TP

p

e @)
iff

iff

(M, s)I=p

iff

(1’vf,s)i#q

iff

(M, t) t= P

m(s)(p)
and

for all

= true
(J4, s) I=IIJ

t =x(s).

The last clause in this definition captures the intuition that agent i knows p in
world ( M,s) exactly if q is true in all worlds that i considers possible.
Given a structure M = (S, w, %1,..., %.), we say that a formula p is ualid in
M, and write M 1= p, if (M,s) 1= p for every state s in S, and say that q is
satisfiable in M if ( M,s) i= p for some state s in S. We say that a formula p is
L]alid if it is valid in all structures, and it is satisfiable if it is satisfiable in some
structure. It is easy to check that a formula p is valid k M (respectively,
if and only if T p is not satisfiable in M (respectively, not satisfiable).

vakO

1We could take ~ to be an arbitrmy binary relation, but for distributed
systems applications,
taking it to be an equivalence relation seems most appropriate
(see Halpern [19S7] for further
discussion of this point). Our results could easily be modified to deal with the general cme where
~ is an arbitrary binary relation.
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We are often
formulas

that

interested
in characterizing
are valid. An axiom system AX

by an axiom system the set of
is said to be sound for a language

Y’ with respect to a class .% of structures
AX is valid with respect to every structure

if every formula in l%’ provable in
in ..#’. The system AX is complete
for 3’ with respect to t?’ if every formula
in L? that is valid with respect to
every structure in .d’ is provable in AX. We think of AX as characterizing
the
class .// if it provides a sound and complete axiomatization
of that class.
Soundness and completeness provide a connection between the ~ntactic notion of provability
and the semantic notion of validity.
It is well

known

goes back to Hintikka

the logic
structures
K1.
K2.
K3.
K4.
K5.
RI.
IV?.

that

the following
[1962],

of knowledge
for knowledge

provides

just defined
(see Halpern

set of axioms
a sound

and inference

and complete

rules,

axiomatization

with respect to the class of
and Moses [1992] for a proof).

which
for

Kripke

All instances of propositional
tautologies.
(K, p AK,(p=+
~)) * K,+.
K,q+
(p.
K, p ~ K,Kl p.
lKlq*K,
TK, q.
From p and q + @ infer @ (modus ponens).
From p infer K, q (knowledge generalization).

We remark that this axiom system for the case of one agent has traditionally
been called S5. Philosophers have spent years debating the appropriateness
of
this set of axioms and, indeed, of this whole approach for capturing the notion
of knowledge as applied to human reasoning (see Lenzen [1978] for a review of
the pertinent literature ). Other axiom systems for knowledge have been considered. We mention two here, since they will arise in our later discussion: the
axiom system K, consisting of Kl, K2, Rl, and R2, and the axiom system KD45,
consisting of Kl, IC2, K4, K5, RI, R2 and the axiom T K,( j2zke). The system S5
has proved particularly
useful in distributed
systems applications.
We now
briefly review how knowledge is ascribed to processes in distributed
systems.
More discussion and details on the model can be found in Halpern [1987].
A distributed
system consists of a collection
of processes, say 1,. ... n,
connected by a communication
network.
We think of these processes as
running some protocol. At any time in the execution of such a protocol, the
system is in some global state, which is a tuple of the form (s,, s,,. . ..s. ),
where St is the local state of process i, and SCis the state of the enclironnzerzt.
We think of the global state as providing a “snapshot”
of the state of the
system at any time. The environment
includes everything that we consider
relevant to the system that is not described in the state of the processes. A run
of a system is just a function
from the natural numbers to global states.
Intuitively,
a run describes a possible execution of a system over time (where
we think of the time as ranging over natural numbers). We identify a system
with a set of runs (these can be thought of as the possible runs of the system
when running a particular protocol). We often speak of a pair (r. m), consisting
of a run r- and a time m, as a point. Associated with any point (r, m) we have
r(m), the global state of the system at this point. We can define equivalence
relations
-,, for i = 1,..., n, cm points via (r, m) N ,(/, m’) iff process i has
the same local state at the global states r(m) and z-’(nz’).
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Suppose we fix a set @ of primitive
propositions.
In distributed
systems
applications, we can think of these propositions as saying things like “the value
of variable x is O“, “process 1’s initial input is 3“, and so on. We define an
interpreted
system Y to be a pair (~, m), where Y? is a system (set of runs),
and T is a truth assignment to the primitive propositions of @ at every point in
9. With this definition,
it is easy to view an interpreted
system as a Kripke
structure, where the points play the role of states and the ~ relation is given
by N,. Truth is now defined with respect to a point (r, m) in an interpreted
system Y. In particular, we have
(=, r,rn)

*K,

q

iff(~,

r’, m’) 1= q

for all

(r’, m’)

such that (r’,m’)

-,(r,

m).

Since N, is an equivalence relation, it is easy to check that all the axioms of
S5 hold for this interpretation
of knowledge.
3. Adding Probability
The formula K, p says that q is true at all the worlds that agent i considers
possible. We want to extend our language to allows formulas such as Wl( p) > b,
which intuitively
says that “according
to agent i, formula
P holds with
probability
at least b.” In fact, it turns out to be convenient to extend the
language even further.
Specifically,
if p,,. ... p~ are formulas,
then so is
alw,(p, ) + ““” +a~w,(p~) > b, where al, ..., a~, b are arbitra~
rational numbers, and k >1. We call such a formula an i-probability formula (or simply a
probability fo?mula, if we do not wish to specify i). An expression of the form
alwl(pl)
+ ““. + akw,( p~ ) is called a terrrz. Allowing arbitrary terms in i-probability formulas, rather than just formulas of the form Wl( p) > a, gives us a
great deal of flexibility
in expressing relationships
between probabilities
of
events. Notice we do not allow mixed formulas such as w,(P) + ~j( ~) > b.z
We use a number of abbreviations throughout
the paper for readability. For
example, we use w,(q) > w,($) as an abbreviation
for w,(p) – Wl( ~ ) >0,
z bl
and
w,(~)
= b for
w,(p) s b for –w,(p)
> –b, w,(p) < b for l(w,(P)
as an abbreviation
for
(w,(p) z b) A (w,(P) s b). We also use K$(q)
Kl(wl( q) > b). Intuitively,
this says that “agent i knows that the probability
of
p is greater than or equal to b.” It might seem that the formula WI(q) > b
of p is greater than
should already say that “agent i knows that the probability
or equal to b”, even without the K, operator. This is not the case under our
of P
semantics. In a given state s, the formula w,(p) denotes the probability
according to agents i’s probability
distribution
in state s. Although
it may at
first seem counterintuitive,
it is useful to allow agent i not to know what
probability distribution
is being used to calculate w,( p). For example, if agent i
knows that one of two distributions
governs q, and according to one, the
probability of q is 1/2 and according to the other, the probability of p is 3/4,
then we can model this by saying that there are two states of the world that i
= 3/4
in the
cannot distinguish,
such that w,(p) = 1/2 in one. and w,(~)
other. In such a situation, it would be the case that K,(w, ( q) 2Z 1/2) holds.
2There would be no difficulty
giving semantics to such formulas, but some of our results on
decision procedures and axiomatizations
seem to require that we not allow such mixed formulas.
We return to this point in the next section.
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used here

extends

that

considered

in [Fagin

ways. First, rather
than having just one “probability
i, in order to allow
modality
W, for each agent

et al., 1990] in two

modality”

w, we have

a

us to reason about the
probability
assigned by different
agents to the same event. Secondly, rather
than restricting
the formulas
that appear in the scope of the probability
modality to be propositional,
we allow them to be arbitrary. In particular, we
allow higher-order
probability
formulas such as Wl( w,( p) > b)) > c.
Before we give formal semantics to this language, we briefly review some
material
from probability
theory (see Halmos [1950] for more details). A
probability space is a tuple (0,%, p) where Q is a set, called the sample space,
% is a u-algebra of subsets of 0 (i.e., a set of subsets containing O and closed
under complementation
and countable union), whose elements are called the
nzeaszirable sets, and a probability
measure v defined on the elements of %
Note that p, does not assign a probability
to all subsets of Q, but only to the
measurable sets. One natural way of attaching a weight to every subset of Q is
by considering the inner measure p ~ induced by p; if A c Q, we have
K*(A)

= sup{ P(B)l

B CA

and B

●%}.

Thus, the inner measure of A is essentially the measure of the largest
measurable set contained in A. The properties of probability
spaces guarantee
that p. is well defined, and that if A is measurable, then W. (A) = W(A).3
Given a structure M = (S, w, 51,...,
~,), in order to decide whether a probability formula is true at a state s in M, we need to associate with each state s a
probability space. Thus, we take a Kripke structure for knowledge and probability
(for n agents) to be a tuple (S, T,%,,...,
%., E), where @ is a probability
assigmtent,
which assigns to each agent i = {1, ..., n} and state s = S a
probability
space Ai,
s) = (S,, ,,,2;,,, p,,, ), where S,,, ~ S. We shall usually
the probability
space 9,,, describes agent i’s
write Wi, s)
as Y, ,. Intuitively,
probabilities
on events, given that the state is s. We allow S,,, to be an
arbitrary
subset of S. It might seem reasonable to take S,,, = ~(s),
thus
requiring that the agent places probability
on precisely on the set of worlds he
considers possible; however, as we shall see below, there are good technical
It is often
and philosophical
reasons to allow S,,, to be distinct from Z(s).
natural to require at least that S,,, be a subset of ~(s);
we consider the
consequences of this assumption below.
We can give semantics to formulas not involving probability
just as before.
To give semantics to i-probability
formulas, assume inductively
that we have
defined (M,s) > p for each state s = S. Define S, ,(P) = {s’ ~ S,, ,1(M, s’) k
q}. Then, the obvious way to define the semantics of a formula
such as
W,l(v) > b is
(~,s)

%W1((0)

>b

iff

P,,,(S,,,

(q))

> b.

The only problem with this definition
is that the set S,,,(q) might not be
measurable (i.e., not in ~?~,,), so that p,, ,( S,,,( q)) might not be well defined.
We discuss this issue in more detail below (and, in fact, provide sufficient
conditions to guarantee that this set is measurable), but in order to deal with
~We remark that there is also a dual notion of outer measure; the outer measure of A, denoted
,u* ( xl ), ]s essentially the measure of the smallest measurable set containing
A. It is easy to see
that W*(A) = 1 – K* (<T), so that the outer measure is expressible in terms of the inner measure.
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this problem
Thus, w,(q)
(according

generally,

in general, we use the inner measures ( p,,,)*
rather than I-L,,,.
set
> b is true at the state s if there is some measurable
to agent i) contained in S(,,( q) whose measure is at least b. More
we have

This completes the semantic definition for the whole language.
Before we discuss the properties of this language, it is helpful to consider a
detailed example. This example illustrates some of the subtleties involved in
choosing the probability
spaces at each state.
Suppose we have two agents. Agent 2 has an input bit, either O or 1. He then
tosses a fair coin, and performs an action a if the coin toss agrees with the
input bit, that is, if the coin toss lands heads and the input bit is 1, or if the
coin lands tails and the input bit is O. We assume that agent 1 never learns
agent 2’s input bit or the outcome of his coin toss. An easy argument shows
that according to agent 2, who knows the input bit, the probability
(before he
tosses the coin) of performing
action a is 1/2. There is also a reasonable
argument to show that, even according to agent 1 (who does not know the
input bit), the probability that the action will be performed is 1/2. Clearly from
agent 1’s viewpoint, if agent 2’s input bit is O, then the probability
that agent 2
performs action a is 1/2 (since the probability
of the coin landing heads is
1/2); similarly, if agent 2’s input bit is 1, then the probability
of agent 2
performing
action a is 1/2. Thus, no matter what agent 2’s input bit, the
probability
according to agent 1 that agent 2 will perform action a is 1/2.
Thus, it seems reasonable to say that agent 1 knows that the a priori probability
of agent 2 performing
action a is 1/2. Note that we do not need to assume a
probability
distribution
on the input bit for this argument to hold. This is a
good thing: We do not want to assume that there is an input on the probability
distribution,
since none is provided by the problem statement. Of course, if
there were a probability
distribution,
then this argument would hold independent of the actual probability
distribution.
Now suppose we want to capture this argument in our formal system. From
agent 1’s point of view, there are four possibilities: (1, h), (1, t), (O, h), (O, 1) (the
input bit was 1 and the coin landed heads, the input bit was 1 and the coin
landed tails, etc.). We can view these as the possible worlds or states in a
Kripke structure. Call them SI, Sz, Sj, and SJ, respectively; let S be the set
consisting of all four states. Assume that we have primitive propositions
A, H,
T, Bo, and BI in the language, denoting the events that action a is performed,
the coin landed heads, the coin landed tails, agent 2’s input bit is O, and agent
2’s input bit is 1. Thus, H is true at states s ~ and s~, A is true at states s, and
Sd, and so on. What should agent 1’s probability
assignment be? We now
describe three plausible answers to this question.
(1) We can associate with each state the sample space consisting of all four
states, that is, all the possible worlds. This might seem to be the most
natural choice, since we are taking the probability
space at each state s to
be 5,(s), so that at each state, agent 1 is putting the probability
on the set
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of states that he considers possible. Because we assume that there is no
probability
on the event “the input bit is O“ (respectively, “the input bit is
l“), the only candidates for measurable sets (besides the whole space and
the empty set) are {sl, s~) (which corresponds to the event “the coin landed
heads”) and {sz, SJ} (“the coin landed tails”). Each of these sets has
probability
1/2. Call the resulting Kripke structure
M(]. Notice that the
events {sl} and {sz} cannot both be measurable, for then the event {sl, sz},
which corresponds
to “the input bit is l“, would also be measurable.
Similarly, we cannot take {sl, Sal},which corresponds to the event “action a
is performed”,
to be measurable. This is because if it were measurable,
then, since the set of measurable sets is closed under finite intersection and
complementation,
each of {sl}, {sg}, {s~}. and {sq} would have to be
measurable.
(2) We can associate with states s, and Sz, where the input bit is 1, the sample
space consisting only of SI and Sz, with {sl} and {sz} both being measurable
and having measure 1/2. Similarly, we can associate with states s~ and Sq
the sample space consisting only of s~ and S4, with {s~} and {s4} each having
measure 1/2. Thus, when the input bit is 1, we take the sample space to
consist of only those states where the input bit is 1, with the obvious
probability on that space, and similarly for when the input bit is O. Call this
Kripke structure Ml.
(3) Finally, we can make the trivial choice of associating with each state the
sample space consisting of that state alone, and giving it measure 1. Call
the resulting Kripke structure M?.
Of the three Kripke structures above, it is easy to see that only M, supports
the informal reasoning above. It is easy to check that we have ( Ml,s) k Kjl ‘A,
for every state s E S. On the other hand, in every state of M?, we have either
WI(A) = 1 (in states S1 and SJ) or W’I(A) = O (in states S2 and s?). Thus,
for every state s E S, we have (MQ, s) k K1((w1(A) = 1) V (WI(A) = O)) and
(Mz, s) R ~ Kjl%l.
Finally, in MO, the event A is not measurable, nor does it
contain any nonempty measurable sets. Thus, we have (M(,, s) R Kl(wl( A) = O)
(where now WI represents the inner measure, since A is not measurable).
Does this mean that Ml is somehow the “right”
Kripke structure for this
situation? Not necessarily. A better understanding
can be attained if we think
of this as a two-step process developing over time. At the first step, “nature”
(nondeterministically)
selects agent 2’s input bit. Then agent 2 tosses the coin.
We can think of iklj as describing the situation after the coin has landed. It
does not make sense to say that the probability
of heads is 1/2 at this time
(although it does make sense to say that the u priori probability
of heads is
1/2), nor does it make sense to say that the probability
of performing
action a
is 1/2. After the coin has landed, either it landed heads or it didn’t; either a
was performed
or it wasn’t. This is the intuitive
explanation
for why the
formula
K1((w1(A) = 1) V (WI(A) = O)) is valid in M2. Ml describes the
situation after nature has made her decision, but before the coin is tossed.
Thus, agent 1 knows that either the input bit is 1 or the input bit is O (although
he doesn’t know which one). As expected, the formula
KI((w1($BO) = 1) v
( wl( Bl) = O)) holds in this situation. An (admittedly
weak) argument can be
made that M’. describes the initial situation,
before nature has made her
decision. At this point, the event “the input bit is O“ is not measurable and we
cannot attach a probability
to it.
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We can capture these intuitions nicely using runs. There are four runs, say
rl, rz, r~, rd, corresponding
to the four states above. There are three relevant
times: O (before nature has decided on the input bit), 1 (after nature has
decided, but before the coin is tossed), and 2 (after the coin is tossed). Agent
1’s local state contains only the time (since agent 1 never learns anything about
the coin or the input bit); agent 2’s local state contains the time, the input bit
(at times 1 and 2), and the outcome of the coin toss (at time 2). We can omit
the environment
from the global state; everything relevant is already captured
by the states of the agents. Thus, at time 1 in run r~, agent 1’s local state is 1
(since the time is 1), while agent 2’s local state is the pair (1, O), since the time
is 1 and the input bit is O. Thus, r~(l) = (1, (1, O)). Similarly,
we have that

r3(2) = (2, (2, O, h)). We now interpret
the propositions
A, H, etc. to mean
that the action a has been or eventually will be performed, heads has been or
eventually will be tossed, etc. Thus, proposition
A is true at the point (r,, k) if
the action a is performed
at ( rj, 3). Similarly, H is true at (r,, k) if heads is
tossed in run r], and so on.
Clearly at each time k = 0,1,2, agent 1 considers the four points (r,, k),
space at each
j = 1,2,3,4, possible. At time O, we can define the probability
state to make this look like MO. At time 1, defining the probability
spaces so
that we get Kripke structure Ml seems to be appropriate,
while at time 2,
Kripke structure Mz seems appropriate. Thus, although it seems that, in some
sense, agent 1’s knowledge about the input bit and the outcome of the coin toss
does not change over time, the probability
assignments used by agent 1 may
change. For example, after the coin has been tossed, the probability assignment
should change to reflect the fact that, although agent 1 has not learned
anything about the outcome of the coin flip, he does know that the coin has
been tossed.
But why and how should the fact that the coin has been tossed affect the
probability assignment used by agent 1? This question is perhaps best answered
in the framework discussed in [Halpern and Tuttle, 1989], where the point of
view is taken that the choice of probability
assignment should reflect the
agent’s view of the adversary it is playing against or, more accurately, the
knowledge of the adversary it is playing against. Different
choices of probability assignment correspond
to playing adversaries with different
knowledge.
Suppose we play an adversa~ with complete information
about all that has
happened in the past, but who does not know the outcome of probabilistic
events that will take place in the future. Thus, at time 1, the adversa~ does not
know the outcome of the coin toss, while at time 2, he does. As shown in
[Halpern and Tuttle, 1989], when agent i is playing against such an adversary,
the probability
assignment used by agent i should reflect what the adversary
knows as well as what agent i knows. Technically, this amounts to taking the
intersection
of the set of possible words describing agent i’s knowledge with
the set of possible worlds describing the adversary’s knowledge. Thus, when
playing against an adversary with complete information
about the past, the
assignment described by Ml is appropriate
at time 1, while the assignment
described by M, is appropriate
at time 2. (See Halpern and Tuttle [1989] for
details of the arguments regarding appropriateness.)
Interestingly,
the probability assignment described by Me—which initially may have seemed to be the
most reasonable choice of probability
assignment—does
not correspond to
playing against an adversary in the framework of Halpern and Tuttle [1989]. In
retrospect, it is the hardest probability
assignment to justify.
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Even in this simple example, we can already see that the decision of how to
assign the probability
spaces is not completely straightforward.
In general, it
seems that it will depend in more detail on the form of the analysis. This
example already shows that in general at a state s, we do not want to take
in Ml,
S,,,, = ~(s).
Note that S, , = XI(s) only in MO above; in particular,
where we can carly out the informal reasoning which says that action a occurs
with probability
1/2, we have S,, , as a strict subset of %1( S).q Although in this
example, we do not want S,,, =%(s),
we do want S,,, G%(s). This is quite a
natural condition.
Without
it, it is possible that an agent can place positive
probability
on a fact that he knows to be false; for example, the formula
K, - p ~ w,(p) > 0 is consistent. We would view an agent who places positive
probability on an event he knows to be false as inconsistent. Thus, we term the
following condition CONS (for comistent ).
CONS.

For all i and s, if =,,,

= (S,,,,.~,,,

K,,,), then S,,, G%(s).

Note that CONS does not imply that s ● S,,,; an agent is not required to view
the state that he is in as one of the set of states in his probability
space.
Although
it may seem unusual, there are times (in particular, when analyzing
asytzchro~zcws distributed
systems), when it turns out to be appropriate
not to
require that s E S,,, [Halpern and Tuttle. 1989].
In some applications. although the agents have different sets of points they
consider possible, it is useful to model them as agreeing on what the probability space is at each point. In this case, we say that the probability
assignment is
objectil’e. This is a quite natural assumption in contexts where all the probabilistic events are common knowledge, for example, if there is a global coin.
Alternatively,
in the fra~mework of Halpern and Tuttle [1989], it is appropriate
if the agents are viewed as all playing the same adversary, who has at least as
much knowledge as each of the agents individually.
Note that, under this
assumption, the intersection of the set of states describing agent i’s knowledge
with the set of states describing the adversaty’s knowledge is the same for all i.
This means that, according to the framework of Halpern and Tuttle [1989], the
agents should all use the same probability
assignment. Note that this assumption is appropriate,
for example, if the agents all play an adversary who has
complete information
about the global state of the system, they would agree on
what the appropriate probability
space should be,s
In the context of a Kripke structure for knowledge and probability,
having an
objective probability
assignment corresponds to the following condition:
OBJ.

M’t , = ~, , for all i, j, and s.

Note that if we had required that S, , = E’(s) for each agent i and each state s,
then OBJ could hold only in Kripke structures where ~(,s) = .~(,s) for all
agents i and ,j and all states s.
presented here IS a slmpllficatlon
of onc gl~en by Mark Tuttle. It was Mark who
first pointed out to us that it is not always appropriate to take S,,, = .%(s).
$Mark Tuttle and Yoram Moses first pointed out to us that in distributed systems applications, an

4Thc example

aPPropri~t~ choice is often ~n Objectivepmbabdhy with the profmbdity space consisting of all the
points with the same global sttite. This approtich ww first taken in [Halpern, 1988]. See Fisher and
Zuck [ 19S8] and Halpern and Tuttle [1989] for further discussion on the appropriate
choice of
probability
assignment In distributed
systems.
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We now consider some other assumptions about the interrelationship
between an agent’s probability
assignments at different states. A rather natural
assumption to make on the choice of probability
space is that it is the same in
all worlds the agent considers possible. In the context of distributed
systems,
this would mean that an agent’s probability
space is determined by his local
state. We call this property SDP (state-determined probability).
Formally, we
have:
SDP.

For all i, s, and t,if t =x(s),

then Y,,,

=Y7,,,.

Of the three Kripke structures we considered above, only kf[l satisfies SDp.
As the discussion in [Halpern and Tuttle, 1989] shows, SDP is most natural in
situations where no nondeterministic
(or, perhaps better, nonprobabilistic)
choices are made by “nature”.
(In our example, the choice of the agent’s input
bit is nonprobabilistic;
the outcome of the coin toss is probabilistic.)
SDP is an
assumption that has often been made. Indeed, it is implicitly assumed in much
of the economists’ work (e.g., [Aumann, 1976; Cave, 1983]). In these papers, it
is assumed that each agent initially defines a probability space over the sample
space of all worlds. Thus, for each agent i, we have a probability
space
9, = (S, Y;, W,), where S is the set of all worlds: Agent i’s probability
of an
event e at a state s is taken to be the conditional
probability
of e given agent
i’s set of possible worlds. This means that Y, , = (~(s), ~~, ,, v,,, ), where
●.3}, and ~,,,,(A n.~(s)) =’K,(A)/p,(Z(S)).7
Note that
:&, $ = {A n~(s)l~
the resulting Kripke structure has the SDP property.
Although
Ml and Mz in our example above do not satisfy SDP, they do
satisfy a weaker property that we call uni~onnity. Roughly speaking, uniformity
holds if we can partition Z(s) into subsets such that at every point in a given
subset T, the probability
space is the same. Formally, we say uniformity
holds
if
UNIF.
For
Y,,, =9,,,.

all

i,

s, and

t, if

Y,,,

= (S,,,, JY,,$,v,,, ) and

f ● S,,,.

then

Notice that UNIF does not require that S,,,, c%;(s); thus, in order to be able
to partition q(s) into subsets such that at eveg point in a given subset T> the
probability
space is the same, we require both UNIF and CONS. Uniformity
arises in a natural way when considering appropriate probability assignments in
distributed systems. Each subset of S,,, turns out to correspond to the result of
“nature”
making a particular nonprobabilistic
choice, just as is the case in the
structure
Ml in our example (see Halpern
and Tuttle [1989] for details).
Uniformity
also has some interesting connections with a well-studied principle
regarding
higher-order
probabilities
called Miller’s principle [Miller,
1966;
Skyrms, 1980]; we comment on this in a little more detail below. Note that
CONS and SDP together imply UNIF,
and that all the structures
in our
example above satisfy UNIF.
There is one last property of interest to us, which seems to have been
assumed in all previous papers involving reasoning about probability,
and that
6Aumann actually assumes that there is an objective probability
on the whole space, so that
~, = W, for all agents i and j. This corresponds to the agents having a common prior distribution.
7This approach runs into slight technical difficulties
if ~(s) is not measurable, or has measure 0.
However, it is always assumed that this is not the case.
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sets. As shown in [Fagin et al., 1990]
is that
all formulas
define
measurable
(and as we shall see again below), reasoning about probability
is simplified if
we assume that all formulas define measurable sets. More precisely, we stiy
that formulas define measurable sets in M if
MEAS.

For all i and s and for every formula

~, the set S,,,(p)

G .?~,,.

(Recall that S,,,(q) = {s’ E S,,,,I(M, s’) * q}.)
Clearly if primitive
propositions
define measurable sets, then all propositional formulas define measurable sets. However, there is no particular reason
to expect that a probability
formula such as w,(p) + w,(q) z 1/2 will define a
measurable set (in fact, it is easy to show that in general it will not). Let
PMEAS be the property which says that all primitive
propositions
define
measurable sets. (Note that PMEAS does not hold in Mt,, but does hold in Ml
and MS.) The following
lemma describes sufficient conditions for MEAS to
hold.
If M is o stnictuse sotisfiing
LEMMA 3.1.
then M satisfies MEAS.

CONS,

OBJ, UNIF,

and PMEAS,

PROOF.
A straightforward
induction on the structure of formulas q shows
that S,,,( p) is measurable for all formulas p. The assumptions CONS and OBJ
together imply that for all agents i and j, we have S, , G%(s), so it is easy to
see that S, ,(K, p) is either S,,, or @. In either case, it is measurable. Similarly,
we can sh’ow that OBJ and UNIF together imply that for any probability
formula g, we have that S,,,(p) is either S,,,, or 0.
u

It seems that OBJ, UNIF, and PMEAS are often reasonable assumptions in
distributed
systems applications,
so this lemma is of more than just pure
technical interest.
We close this section by briefly considering one more property of probabilities that has appeared in the literature.
Miller’s principle is an axiom that
connects higher-order
probabilities
(that is, probabilities
on probabilities)
with
probabilities
on formulas [Miller, 1966; Skyrms, 1980]. It says:

It is easy to see that, in general, this axiom does not hold in structures for
knowledge and probability.
However, it is not hard to show that our condition
UNIF
implies this axiom. In systems satisfying UNIF, we have either (a)
(wt( p) > b) is false at state s, in which case UNIF implies that w,( w,( q) > b)
= O at state s, or (b) (wL( q) > b) is true at state s, in which case UNIF implies
that W,(WJ[(p) > b) = 1 at state s. In either case, it is easy to see that Miller’s
principle
holds. It turns out that there is a precise sense in which Miller’s
principle completely characterizes uniform structures; see Halpern [1991] for
details.
4. Complete Axiomatizations

and Decision Procedures

We now describe a natural complete axiomatization
for the logic of probability
and knowledge. The axiom system can be modularized
into four components.
The first component allows us to do propositional
reasoning, the second allows
us to reason about knowledge, the third allows us to reason about inequalities
(so it contains axioms that allow us to deduce, for example, that 2X > 2JI
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follows from x > y), while the fourth is the only one that
inference rules for reasoning about probability.

has axioms

and

I. Axiom and rule for propositional
reasoning
Axiom K1 and rule Ill from Section 2
II. Axioms and rule for reasoning about knowledge
Axioms K2–K5 and rule R2 from Section 2
For reasoning about inequalities, we need a system that allows us to prove all
valid formulas about linear inequalities;
one particular system that will do the
trick is given in [Fagin et al., 1990]. We repeat it here.
111. Axioms

for reasoning

about linear

inequalities

+ “.” +a~wl(q~)
11. (alw,(pl)
> b) (adding and deleting
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

> b) ~ (alwl(ql)
+ ““. +a~w,(q~)
+ OW,(PL+l)
O terms).
> b) * (a,,w,(p,, ) + “.. +aj,w,(qj, ) > b), if
(alwl(ql)
+ “.” +akw,(qk)
j~ is a permutation
of 1,..., k (permutation).
jl...)
(alw,(ql)
+ .“’ +aLwl(pL)
+ o“” +aj,w,(p~)
> b’) > b) A (a\wl(pl)
“”” + (aL + a.~)wl( p~) > (b +b’) (addition of coefficients).
(al +a\)wz(pl)+
(alw,(ql)
+ ““. +a~w,(p~)
> b) - (dalw,(pl)
+ .“” +da~wl(q~)
> db) if
d >0 (multiplication
of nonzero coefficients).
(t > b) V (t s b) if t is a term (dichotomy).
(t > b) - (t > c) if t is a term and b > c (monotonicity).

Finally, we need axioms for reasoning about probability. The axioms we take
of the
are also given in [Fagin et al., 1990]; they are simply a translation
standard axioms for probability
in finite domains to our language.
IV. Axioms
WI.
W2.
W3.
W4.
W5.

for reasoning

about probabilities

w,(q) 20 (nonnegativity).
wl(true) = 1 (the probability
of the event true is 1).
W,(P A ~) + W,(P A ~ ~) = w,(p) (additivity).
w,(q) = w,(~) if q ~ ~ is a proposition
tautology (distributivity).
of the event false is 0).8
w,(fake) = O (the probability

Axiom W3 corresponds
to finite
additivity.
Although
we allow infinite
domains, as noted in [Fagin et al., 1990], we do not need an axiom that
corresponds to countable additivity. Indeed, we could not even express such an
axiom in our language. Roughly speaking, we can get away with finite additivity
because we can show that if a formula is satisfiable at all, it is satisfiable in a
finite domain.
Things get more complicated if we drop the measurability
assumption. It is
easy to check that in this case, W3 is no longer sound. As shown in [Fagin
et al., 1990], there is another axiom with which we can replace W3 to get a
complete axiom atization. This axiom is also the key axiom that characterizes
‘Axiom W5 is actually redundant. It is included, since it will be needed
axiom W3 by another axiom in the nonmeasurable
case.

later when we replace
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to reasoning

about

uncer-

Although this axiom may appear sotnewhat mysterious, note that if we replace
> by =, then in the measurable case, this becomes an instance of the
well-known
itzclusion-exclz wion mle for probabilities
[Feldman, 1984].
It turns out that if we replace W3 by W6, we get a complete axiomatization
for i-probability
formulas in the nonmeasurable
case. (See Fagin et al. [1990]
for more details, as well as proofs of soundness and completeness.)
Let AX~~~~ consists of K1–K5, 11–16, W1–W5, and R 1–R2. Let AX be the
result of replacing W3 in AX~~~~ by W6. The following
theorem says that
these axiomatizations
are sound and completely
THEOREM
4.1.
AX ( respectilqe~, AX,ilfi,4,7 ) is a sound and conzplete axiomati( z-espeetitwly, for structures
zation for the logic of knowledge and probability
satisfvirzg A4EAS).

PROOF.
Soundness
is straightforward,
as usual, so we focus on completeness. We sketch the proof for the measurable case; the nonmeasurable
case
follows the same lines.
In order to prove completeness, we need only show that if the formula q is
consistent with AX ~~,~s, then q is satisfiable
in a Kripke
structure
for
knowledge and probability
satisfying MEAS. Let Sub(p) be the set of all
subformulas of p, and let Sub+( p ) be the set of subformulas of p and their
negations.
Let s be a finite set of formulas, and let p, be the conjunction
of the
if it is not the case that AXK1~As b
formulas in s. We say that s is co)zsistent
T P,, where as usual, we write AX ~~As + * if the formula V is provable in
the axiom system AX~~As.
consistent subset of
The set s is a nzainzul
Sub+(p) if it is consistent, a subset of Sub+( q), and for every subformula
* of
p, includes one of # or m ~. (Note that it cannot include both, for then it
would not be consistent. ) Following
Makinson [1966] (see also Halpern and
Moses [1992]), we first construct a Kripke structure for knowledge (but not
probability)
(S, n, %1,.. ., S.) as follows: We take S, the set of states, to consist
of all maximal consistent subsets of Sub+( p). If s and t are states, then
(s, t) E Z: precisely if s and t contain the same formulas of the form K, ~. We
define ~ so that for a primitive proposition
p, we have m-(s)(p) = true iff p is
one of the formulas in the set s. Our goal is to define a probability
assignment
9 such that if we consider the Kripke structure for knowledge and probability
A4:(S,71-,
Z,,.. ., 2?,,, 9), then for every state s G S and every formula
~ E
Sub+(p),
we have (Tf, s) ~ ~ iff 4 = s.
We now sketch the techniques
from Fagin et al. [1990] required
to do this. It
is easy to see that the formulas
q,, are provably
mutually
exclusive for s G S;

that is, AX~~~s t- q, + 1 p~ for s # t.Indeed, the proof uses only propositional reasoning, namely K1 and R1. Moreover, again using only propositional
reasoning.
we can show that AX NiEAS + @ * ‘{,5ELyl!~ES)~57
for all * G
‘)The proofs of the technical results m thts section presume familiarity
with the results of Fagm
et al. [1990]. and with standard proofs of completeness
and complexity
for modal Iogics (cf.
[Halpern and Moses. 1992; Ladner, 1977]).
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Sub+( q). Using these observations, we can show, using W1-W5, that ~i( ~) =
(cf. [Fagin et al., 1990, Lemma 2.31).’”
~{., ● Slo ● J} A ( % ) is provable in &i~~*~
Using this fact together with 11 and 13, we can show that an i-probability
is provably
equivalent
to a formula
of the form
formula
* ● Sub’(p)
Z, ~ ~c,, v,( p,) > b, for some appropriate coefficients
c,.
Fix an agent i and a state s ● S. We now describe a set of linear equalities
and inequalities corresponding
to i and s, over variables of the form x,,,, for
S’ G S. We can think of x,,,, as representing
~, ,( s’), that is, the probability
of
state s’ under agent i’s probability
distribution
at state s. We have one
inequality corresponding to every i-probability
formula ~ in Sub’(q).
Assume
that @ is equivalent to Z, ~ ~c,, P,( p,, ) > b. Observe that exactly one of ~ and
inequality is
~ ~ is in s. If @ ● s, then the corresponding

If 1 * = s, then the corresponding

Finally,

inequality

is

we have the equality

As shown in Theorem 2.2 in Fagin et al. [1990], since p, is consistent, this set
of linear equalities and inequalities has a solution x~,$, s’ = S.
set of inequalities separately.
For each i and s, we solve the corresponding
We now define Y so that Y,,, = (S, 2s, I-L,,,), where if A G S, then K,,,,(A) =
x ,,E ~x;y,. Since Z, ● ~x~,,, = 1, it is easy to see that ~,,, is indeed a probability measure. Note that, in the probability
space @t, ~, every set is measurable.
This probability
assignment does not necessarily satisfy CONS; it may well be
the case that there are sets disjoint from ~(s)
that are assigned positive
measure under w,,,.
As we said above, we now want to show that for every formula ~ e Sub+(p)
and every state in s, we have ( M,s) R ~ iff O E s. The proof proceeds by
induction on *. If ~ is a primitive proposition,
the result is immediate from
the definition
of n-. The cases where ~ is a negation or a conjunction
are
straightforward
and left to the reader. The case where * is an i-probability
formula follows immediately
from the arguments above, since the appropriate
inequality corresponding
to ~ is satisfied by ~1,,. Finally, if @ is of the form
K, ~’, the proof proceeds using well-known
arguments from modal logic (cf.
[Hughes and Cresswell, 1968; Halpern and Moses, 1992]). We sketch a few of
of .%, for all t c Z(s ), we
the details here. If K,*’ ● s, then, by construction
have K, # c t. Since t is a maximal consistent
subset of Sub+ ( P), it mUSt be
the case that one of +’ or = t’ is in t. From Axiom K3, it follows that it must
in fact be ~’. By the induction hypothesis, we have that (M, t) != IJJ’.
Since this
we have that ( M,s)
+ K, ~’.
argument holds for all t = ~(s),
‘“ Note that this prw]f makes crucial use of W3; this formula is not provable using the axiom
system AX.
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Now suppose that (M,s) != K, ~’. We want to show that K,+’ = s. Let s’ be
the subset of s consisting of all formulas in s of the form K, +“ or 1 K, +“.
s’ includes one of K, y’J’ or 7 K, ~’; we plan to show
Notice that, in particular,
that in fact it must include K, +’. We claim that

For suppose not. Then q,,, ~ m o’ is consistent. Thus, there is a maximal
consistent subset of Sub+( p), say t,that includes s’ U { 1 ~’}. But then, by
construction
of ~, we have (s, t) = S;, and by the induction
hypothesis.
(M, t) R 1 *’. But this contradicts our assumption that (M,s ) + K, ~’. Thus,
(1) holds.
By IQ from (1), we have
(2)

Using A2 and propositional

reasoning,

it follows

that
(3)

Every conjunct of q,, is of the form K, ~“ or n K, ~“. Thus, if o is one of the
conjuncts of yJ,T, using either Axiom A4 or A5, it follows that

It is well known (and can be proved
formulas ml and UQ, we have

Thus, from (4), it follows

using Kl,

K2, RI,

and R2) that for any

that

From (3) and (5), we now get

Since p,, and hence p,, is consistent,

it now follows that m K, ~’ cannot be one
Kl 4’ c s, as desired.
If p is consistent, it must be in one of the maximal consistent subsets of
Sub+( p). Thus, it follows that if q is consistent, then it is satisfiable in the
structure M. This complete the proof in the measurable case.
Note that the proof shows the modularity
of the axiom system. In order to
deal with i-probability
formulas, we just need the axioms for reasoning about
probability and inequalities (together with propositional
reasoning); the axioms
for reasoning about knowledge play no role. Similarly, in order to deal with
knowledge formulas, we just used the axioms for reasoning about knowledge.
This modularity
is important when it comes to dealing with the nonmeasurable case. We must now replace the arguments above for constructing
$ZZby
analogous arguments from Theorem 3.8 of Fagin et al. [1990] for the nonmeasurable case. As these arguments show, it is not quite the case that we can
construct a Kripke structure satisfying p whose set of states is the set S above
consisting of maximal consistent subsets of Sub+( q). Rather, we need to make
copies of each of the maximal consistent sets. Thus, for each maximal consistent set s, there will be states ,sl, ., ., s,, (as shown in [Fagin et al., 1990], we can
take n s lSub( P) I). We can now define a probability
assignment Y on this set;
it will no longer be the case that in the probability
space YZ{,,,, all sets are
of the conjuncts

of p,,, and hence

that
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measurable. Modulo this change to 9, we can construct a Kripke structure M
to a
for knowledge and probability
such that for each state Sk corresponding
maximal consistent set s and each formula ~ = Sub+ ( q), we have (M, Sk) 1= ~
iff + = s. The proof follows identical lines to that of the measurable case. The
only change comes in dealing with i-probability
formulas. Again, this is done by
constructing
a collection
of linear equalities and inequalities
that ~,, ~ must
satisfy, in the proof of Theorem 3.7 of Fagin et al. [1990]. We omit further
❑
details here.
We can also capture some of the assumptions we made about systems
axiomatically.
In a precise sense (as we shall see), CONS corresponds to the
axiom
W7. K,p

*

(W,(p)

=

1).

This axiom essentially tells us that the set of states that
possible has measure 1 (according to agent i).
OBJ corresponds to the axiom

agent

i considers

Axiom W8 says that each i-probability
formula
implies the corresponding
j-probability
formula. This is clearly sound if we have an objective probability
distribution.
UNIF corresponds to the axiom
W9.

q + (wl( q) = 1) if p is an i-probability
i-probability
formula.

formula

or the negation

of an

Since a given i-probability
formula has the same truth value at all states where
agent i’s probability
assignments is the same, the soundness of W9 in structures satisfying UNIF is easy to verify.
SDP corresponds to the axiom:
WIO.

q = K, p if p is an i-probability
ability formula.

formula

or the negation

of an i-prob-

Since SDP says that agent i knows the probability
space (in that it is the same
for all states in ~(s)),
it is easy to see that SDP implies that in a given state,
agent i knows all i-probability
formulas that are true in that state. Axioms W7
and WI O together imply W9, which is reasonable since CONS and SDP
together imply UNIF.
The next theorem proves our claims about correspondence
between various
properties and various axioms.
TFIEOREM 4.2.
Let .& be a subset of {CONS, OBJ, UNIF, SDP}
the cowesponding subset of { W7, W8, W9, W 10}. Then AX u A
AX~~ ~s U A) is a sound and complete axionlatizotion for the logic
and probabili~ for structures satisfying JZZ(respectively. MEAS U d.
PROOF.

Again,

soundness

is straightforward,

so we focus

and let A be
(respectively,
of knowledge
11

on completeness.

We obtain completeness
in each case by a relatively
straightforward
tion of the proof of Theorem
4.1. We just sketch the details here.

modifica-

1‘Although it is straightforward
to extend Theorem 4.1 to the case where we have mixed formulas
modifications
to axioms 11, 12, 13, and 14), the
of the form w,(p) + w,(~)) > b (with appropriate
situation seems much more complicated
in the presence of the properties UNIF and SDP. It is
duc to these complexities that we do not allow such mixed formulas in our language.
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First, consider the relationship
between CONS and axiom W7. Assume that
W7 is included as an axiom. In this case, it is easy to see that we can modify
our construction
in the proof of Theorem 4.1 so that we can take Y, , =
( S’l,,, .’?:,,, w,,,) such that St,, c%(s).
We sketch the details in the measurable
case. Recall that in this case, in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we took 9[ , =
(S, 2’7, P,,,), so that all sets were measurable, and ~,,, was defined in terms’of a
solution to a set of linear equalities and inequalities. Now we claim that in the
then q, * ( K,( ~,)
presence of W7, we can show that if s ● S and s’ <~(s),
= O) is provable. To see this, observe that q, + K,( ~ q,,) is provable using K4
or K5. Thus, applying W7, we have that p, = ( P,( 1 q~,) = 1) is provable.
Finally, by using W?, W3, and W4, it is not hard to show that p, * ( P,( p,) = O)
is provable. As a consequence, we can augment the linear system of equalities
and inequalities defining ~,,, by adding x,,,, = O for s’ G ~(,s). The proof that
shows that the consistency of p, implies that the original linear system was
satisfiable can easily be extended to show that the augmented system must now
be satisfiable in the presence of W7. Again, we can use the solution to this
so
system to define w,, ,. Since x,,, = O for s’ 6S;(S), we can take S,,, ~~(,s),
that CONS is satisfied. Note that if W7 is the only additional axiom, then we
can take S, , to be Z-<(s); as we shall see, some of the other axioms may force
S,,, to be a’ strict subset of %(s).
Now consider the relationship between OBJ and axiom W8. Assume that W8
is included as an axiom. It is easy to see that the subscripts in i-probability
formulas can then be ignored (i.e., we can think of WI(p) as simply W( q)).
Thus, we can easily modify the construction
of Theorem 4.1 so as to take
that the Kripke
structure
for knowledge
and
Y’l , =9, ,. This guarantees
probability
that we construct satisfies OBJ.
Next, consider the relationship
between UNIF and axiom W9. Assume that
W9 is included as an axiom. Let ~(s) be the set of states that contain precisely
the same i-probability
formulas and negations of i-probability
formulas as s.
Just as we showed that the presence of W7 allowed us to assume without loss
of generality that S, , is a subset of ~(s), we show that the presence of W9
allows us to assume ‘that S, , is a subset of T,(s). Again, we consider only the
measurable case here. Suppose that s’ ~ T,(s). Then s and s’ disagree on some
i-probability
formula, say ~. Without loss of generality, ~ E s and ~ G s’. Thus,
are both provable. Since, by W9. $ = ( p,,(~) = 1) is
~,+~hand$~lv,
provable, it easily follows using the axioms of probability
and propositional
reasoning that p, ~ ( ~,( q,, ) = (J) is provable. Thus, we can augment the linear
system of equalities
and inequalities
defining
p,, , by adding .x,,,, = () for
s’ E T,(,~). Just as in our proof of the relationship
between W7 and CONS, we
can

now

show

that

we can take

T,(s)

to be a subset

of ,S, ,. NOW note

that

for

t e S, ,, we must have ~l(,s ) = ~,(t). Since, as the proof of Theorem 4.1
shows, the “definition of p,, ~ depends only on the i-probability
formulas and
negations of i-probability
at state t, it follows that we can take Y, ~ = ,YJ,, , for
all t G T,(s). Thus, UNIF holds. We remark that if our only additional axiom is
W9, then we can actually take S( , = ~(s); however, if we have both W7 and
W9, then by combining the arguments used in each case, we can show that we
can take S, , to be Y,(s) n ~(.s).
Finally, chnsider the relationship between SDP and axiom W1O. Assume that
W 10 is included as an axiom. We want to show that we can slightly modify the
construction
of Theorem 4.1 so that if t G ~“(s), then t c T,( s). This is trivial
each
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to do: We just change the definition of the ~ relation so that t E %(s) iff it is
the case both that t G ~(s) and that s and t contain all the same subformulas
of the form K, ~. With this change, we can assume without loss of generality
that if t c~”(s),
then Y, , =@,, t, since, as we have already noted, the
definition
of p,,,, depends only on the i-probability
formulas and negations of
i-probability
formulas at state t. Now for the structure M constructed in this
way, we still want to show (in the measurable case) that ( M,s ) I= ~ iff * E S.
The proof is almost identical to that given for Theorem 4.1. There is only one
case where we must be a little careful: when proving that if ( M,s ) > K, ~’,
then K, ~’ e s. Rather than taking s’ to be the subset of s consisting of all
formulas in s of the form K, ~“ or ~ K, ~“, we now extend it to consist of all
these formulas together with all i-probability
formulas or negations of i-probability formulas in s. With this change, the proof now proceeds as before. It is
still the case that for every formula o E s’, we have that u * K, m is provable;
for formulas of the form K, *“ we use K4, for formulas of the form v K, ~“
we use K5, and if a is an i-probability
formula
or the negation of an
i-probability
formula, we use W1O.
Let .w’ be a subset of {CONS, OBJ, UNIF, SDP}, and let A be the corresponding subset of {W7, W8, W9, W1O}. If A is included among the axioms,
then our discussion shows that given a consistent formula p, we can modify our
original construction
of a Kripke
structure
for knowledge
and probability
satisfying p to get a Kripke structure that not only satisfies p, but also the
❑
conditions in .@. This proves completeness.
As is often the case in modal logics, the ideas in our completeness proof can
be extended to get a small model property and a decision procedure. In order
to state our results here, we need a few definitions.
Recall that Sub(p) is the
set of all subformulas of p. It is easy to see that an upper bound on the size
lSub( p)l of Sub(p) is the number of symbols in p, where we treat a rational
number as a single symbol. We also define the size of a Kripke structure
(s, %->%,>.. ., XI, 9) to be the number
Kripke structure may be infinite. )

of states in S. (Note

that the size of a

THEOREM 4.3.
Let .c# be a subset of {MEAS, CONS, OBJ, UNIF, SDP]. The
formula p is satisfiable in a Kripke structure satisjjing .& iff it is satisfiable in a
Kripke structure satisjjing J% of size at most lSub( 9)121s”h(‘)1 (or just 2 “s[’h(‘)1 f
MEAS E .@).
PROOF.
We need only show that the Kripke
probability
constructed
in the proof of Theorem
given in the statement
of this theorem.
If MEAS
simply
p and

the set of maximal
its

negation

consistent

cannot

cardinality
of a maximal
the number
of states in
constructed
in the proof
If MEAS
@&, then,

both

subsets
be

in

structure
for knowledge
and
4.2 is no bigger than the size
e .w’, then the set of states is

of Sub’(

a maximal

p). Now
consistent

a subformula
subset,

of

so the

consistent
subset is at most equal to Isub( P) I- Hence,
the Kripke
structure
for knowledge
and probability
of Theorem
4.2 is at most 2 Is”b( ‘)l.
as we mentioned
in the proof
of Theorem
4.1, we

cannot take the states of the Kripke
structure
satisfying
consistent
subsets of Sub’( q). Rather,
we must make

p to be the maximal
copies of the sets. As

shown in [Fagin et al., 19901, we need to make at most lSub( q)l copies
state, so the size of the resulting
structure
is at most lSub( q )12Isub(‘)l.

of each
❑
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optimal, in that there is a
It can be shown that this result is essentially
sequence of formulas Pl, Pz, . . . and a constant c > 0 such that (1) ISW5( 9L)I
< ck, (2) PA is satisfiable, and (3) yJk is satisfiable only in a structure of size at
least 2L.’Z Indeed, this exponential lower bound holds even when there is only
one agent. However, if we assume that CONS and either UNIF or SDP hold,
then we can get polynomial-sized
models in the case of one agent.
THEOREM 4.4.
If the formula p talks about tile knowledge and probabilities of
only one agent and .c# is o sl(bset of {MEA S, CONS, OBJ, UNIF, SDP) contaifling
CONS and either UNIF or SDP, then p is satisjlable in a stmcture sutisfiing w iff
q is satisfiable in a st~zmure of size polynomial in ISub( P) I sutis~ing c%
PROOF.
Let
i14 = (S, m, %1, U-’) be a structure
satisfying
,& where p is
satisfiable. For each s G S, let 91 , = (S1,, -7~, $, p,,,).
Since CONS is in .cv’,
we know that S 1 ,, C&l(s)
for each s ● S. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that 31 is a single equivalence class, that is, that ,%1 = S X S. (PROOF.
Suppose that (IW, s) R q. Let
lence class of 21 that includes

lf’ = (S’, w’,%,
s, and let rr’, ~,

9’),
where
S’ is the equivaand Yn’ be the restrictions
of

n-, X1, and ~, respectively,
to S’. lt is easy to see that (A4’, s) % q, and .~ is a
single equivalence
class by construction.
) Since CONS and SDP together
imply
UNIF, and since M contains CONS and either UNIF
satisfies UNIF.
Observe that it follows
that no two

P
have overlapping
9 ‘~,~= (S1,,,.2~,,, PI,),
cause

if u E Sl ,, n S,,l,

or SDP, it follows
distinct
probability

that IVZ
spaces

sample spaces; that is, if ,9’1, = (S, ,,:31,,, p,, , ) and
and if ~1,, +~1.,,
then S1 : n S1 , = 0. This”’is bethen

by UNIF

we have

YZ1 ~, = .<Ti’, and

@l , L1=Y~,,[,

so JY,,s =@,, t.
We

now

describe

has cardinality
each state

a small

at most

probability

lSub( q)l)

that

space
we shall

, (one

later

whose

“replace”

sample
@[ , with.

space
For

such that (M, s) R U.
of Fagin et al. [1990] (see Theorem 2.4 for the measurable case,
3.4 for the general case), for each state s, there is a probability

s, let X, be the set of formulas

By techniques
and Theorem

9;

cr s Sub+(q)

s; ,, Cs, ,,,
the cardinality
of S{ , is at most lSub( q)l z (in the measurable
case,
1S;,,1 s lSub(p)l)
‘
WI(Y) to mean the inner measure of the set of states s
(3) if we interpret
where + = Z,, for each @ = Sub+( q), then each of the i-probability
formulas and negations of i-probability
formulas of X, is satisfied, and
(4) if MEAS is in .c#, then every subset of S{ , is measurable (i,e,, a member of
‘P,’,,).
Let St, G S be a state such that (M, so) > q. For each formula
m G Z,,,, of
the form 1 K1 ~, we select some state t,,such that (M, t.)> T * (there is
such a state tv,since (M, SO) k 7 KI q’J). Let T consists of s,,, along with each
of these states t(,.
Note that the cardinality of T is at most 1 + lSub( P)I. Define
M’ = (S’. w’, ~, Y’) by letting S’ be the union of the sample spaces of XZi,,
12The idea N that pk forces a structure to contain a binary tree of depth k. In fact, the result
follows from the corresponding
result for the modal Ioglc K (cf. [Halpern
and Moses, 1992;
Ladner, 1977]). Without any assumptions on the probability
assignment, 1~,(q) = 1 acts like the ❑
operator. We omit details here.
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for each s = T, by letting T’ be n- restricted to S’, by letting ~ = S’ x S’,
and letting 9’(1, s) =Y;
,. It is straightforward
to show that (M’, ,s.) + q, that
❑
M’ satisfies d, and that ‘M’ is of size polynomial in lSub( 9)1.
We now consider the complexity
of decision procedures for the validity
problem. The difficulty of deciding whether p is valid will be a function of the
length of q, written Iql. In computing this length, we also include the length of
the coefficients
in probability
terms. (Since all coefficients
are rational, the
length of the coefficient
is just the sum of the lengths of the numerator
and
denominator,
written in binary.)
4.5.
Let Q’ be a subset of {MEAS, CONS, OBJ. UNIF, SDP].
If
but it is not the case that UNIF or SDP is in w’, tilen the ualidiy
respect to stmctures satisfying .d is conlplete for exponential time
an algorithm that decides if a formula
p is ualid in all structures
in ~p ~, and elety exponential
time
that mns in time exponential
can be reduced to the Lalidi~ problen~). If CONS e .ti or UNIF or SDP is

THEOREM

CONS E .c#,
problem with
(i.e., that is
satisfying .c/
problem

in s/, then the ualidiv
for polynomial
PROOF.
lower
and

logics

reader

proof

on the

exponential

requires

respect to structures

combining
of the

satisfying

We
Moses,

1992]

space

lower

bound

logics

of

knowledge

time

lower

bounds,

sketch
and

the

[Fagin

follows

alone
let

problem

in [Halpern

briefly

and

techniques

validity

as discussed

respectively.

polynomial
for

with

complexity

of probability,

1990],

to [Halpern

The
bound

The

bounds

et al.,

problem

.c# is complete

space.

111q

and
main

from

be

an

proving

for

logics

Moses,
ideas

et al.,

[Halpern

for

the
and

upper

1992]
here,

1990]

for

abbreviation

of

and

[Fagin

referring
further

polynomial
Moses,

and

of knowledge

the
details.

space

lower

1992].

For

Wl( q)

=

the

1. We

can view B, as a modal operator, just like K,. If UNIF or SDP is in .alj then it
can be shown that B, satisfies the axioms of the modal system KD45, but
(in particular,
it satisfies only
without these assumptions, B, is unconstrained
the

axioms

“reachable

of

the

modal

probabilistically”

pose we have
probabilistically

system

K).

If

CONS

is also considered

is

in

possible.

M,
More

then

everything

formally,

sup-

a sequence
of states SO,SI, ..., Sk such that Sk is reachable
from SO, as far as agent 1 is concerned;
that is, s]+, is in S1,,,

and PI ,({sl+ 1}) > 0, for O < j < k – 1. Then CONS implies that (so, SA) GW1.
As a consequence,
it is not hard to show that B1 and K, can be used to

Dynamic Logic
essentially simulate the [a] and [a* ] operators in Propositional
(PDL). Since the validity
problem
for PDL is exponential-time
complete
[Fischer and Ladner, 1979], we get the exponential time lower bound if CONS
is in ~, but neither UNIF nor SDP is. Note that the lower bound holds even
with only one agent.
In the cases, where we claim a polynomial space upper bound, this is shown
by proving that if a formula p is satisfiable at all, it is satisfiable in a structure
that looks like a tree, with polynomial branching and depth no greater than the
depth of nesting of K, and w, operators in q. The result now follows along
similar lines to corresponding
results for logics of knowledge.
Finally, the exponential
time upper bound follows by showing that if a
formula is satisfiable at all, it is satisfiable in an exponential-size
model, that
can be constructed in deterministic
exponential time; the technique is similar
to that used to show that logics of knowledge with common knowledge are
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decidable in deterministic
exponential time [Halpern and Moses, 1992], or that
❑
PDL is decidable in deterministic
exponential time [Pratt, 1979].
Again, if we restrict attention
to the case of one agent and structures
satisfying CONS and either UNIF or SDP, then we can do better. In fact, the
complexity of the validity problem is no worse than that for propositional
logic.
Let .& be a subset of { MEAS, CONS, OBJ, UNIF, SDP} corz or SDP. For the case of one agent, the l’a[idiiy
with respect to structures satisjjing .ti is co-NP-complete.

THEOREM
taining

problem
PROOF.
that
since
bound,

4.6.

and either UNIF

CONS

the

We

show

validity

clearly
by

that

the

problem

the

logic

satisfiabilhy

is at least

Theorem

4.4,

satisfiable

in a structure

seem that

this

suffices

problem

is co-NP-complete.

q

as hard

is satisfiable

The

in

a structure

the proof

It

bound

as propositional

M of size polynomial
to complete

is NP-complete.
lower

logic.

For

sat@ing

in lSub( P) I satisfying
We simply

follows

is immediate,
the
.V-

upper

iff

q is

W. It might

guess a polynomial-

sized structure
satisfying
p. However,
there is one additional
subtlety:
In order
to describe the polynomial-sized
structure,
we have to describe the probabiliA priori, this might take us far more than polynomial
space.
By results of Fagin et al. [1990], we can assume without loss of generality that
M has the property that for each state s in M and agent i, the probability
assigned to every measurable subset of S,, in the probability
space 9,, , is a
rational number a\b, such that the length of a and b is linear in IPI. If MEAS
is in .@, we can assume even more, namely that every subset of S,,, is
measurable. This means we can describe the probability space 9,,,, by describing the probability
of each point. If MEAS @.cz’,then we cannot assume that
every subset of S,,, is measurable. Instead, we describe the probability
space
9,,, by describing the probabilities
of the basis sets, that is, the nonempty
measurable sets none of whose proper nonempty subsets are a measurable set.
Since every measurable
set is the disjoint union of basis sets, this again
completely describes .~~l,,. In either case, we get a polynomial-sized
description
of the structure M. Thus, in order to check if q is satisfiable, we just guess a
structure M with a probability-sized
description that satisfies it. This gives us
❑
an NP procedure for checking satisfiability.
ties of all of its subsets.

5. Adding

Common

Knowledge

For many of our applications,
we need to reason not only about what an
individual process knows, but about what everyone in a group knows, or what
everyone in a group knows that everyone else in the group knows. Cowwnon
knowledge
can be viewed as the state of knowledge where everyone knows,
everyone knows that everyone knows, everyone knows that everyone knows
that everyone knows, etc.
It is easy to extend our language so that we can reason about common
knowledge. We add modal operators EG (where G is a subset of{ 1,..., n}) and
CG, where E~ q and C~ q are read “everyone in the group G knows p“ and “q
is common knowledge among the group G”, respectively.
(M, s) l=E~p

iff(M,

(M,

iff(i?f,s)

S)*CGP

s) +Ktp
kE&p

for alli=
forallk>l,

G,

Reasoning

where
E~E~

about

E~ q

Knowledge

and Probability

is an abbreviation
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for E~ q, and E;+ 19 is an abbreviation

for

(p.

It is well known (again, see Halpern and Moses [1992]) that we can get a
complete axiomatization
for the language of knowledge and common knowledge by adding the following axioms and rule of inference to the axiom system
described in Section 2:

axiom, says that C~ p can be viewed as a
Axiom C3, called the ftied-point
fixed point of the equation X = EJ q A ~). In fact, with a little work it can
be shown to be the greatest fixed point of this equation, that is, it is implied by
all other fixed points. For most of our applications,
it is the fixed-point
characterization
of common knowledge that is essential to us (see Halpern and
Moses [1990] for a discussion of fixed points). The rule of inference RC1 is
called the induction rule. The reason is that from the fact that p * EC p is
valid, we can easily show by induction on k that p = E: q is valid for all k. It
follows that p = C~ p is valid. In fact, the same proof can be used to show that
for any structure M, if q - E~ p is valid in M, then q * C~ q is valid in M
(see Halpern and Moses [1990] for further discussion of these points).
It is perhaps not surprising that if we augment AX~~~~ with the axioms for
common knowledge, we get a complete axiomatization
for the language of
knowledge, common knowledge, and probability for structures satisfying MEAS.
If we want to deal with nonmeasurable
structures, we must use the axiom
system AX rather than AX~~~s. And again we get small model theorems and
an exponential-time
complete decision procedure (regardless of what additional assumptions among MEAS, OBJ, UNIF, and SDP we make). The proofs
involve a combination
of the techniques for dealing with common knowledge,
and the techniques for probability
introduced
in [Fagin et al., 1990] and the
previous section. We omit details here.
In [Halpern and Moses, 1990], it was observed that common knowledge is
often not attainable in practical distributed
systems, but weaker variants of it
are. One obvious variant to consider is a probabilistic
variant (indeed, this was
already mentioned
as something to consider in [Halpern and Moses, 1990]).
Recall that we defined K,hp to be an abbreviation for K,(w,( p) > b). We now
extend our syntax to allow modal operators of the form E: and C~. We define
(A4, s) >E~q

iff(hf,

s) I= K,hp

for all i ● G.

By analogy to C~ p, we want C; v to be the greatest fixed point of the
of C~ q,
equation X @ E:( p A X). The obvious analogue to the definition
namely, E; P A (E&)zq A ““” does not work. For example, consider a structure
M for knowledge and probability
defined as follows: There are four states in
M, say S1, S2, S3, S4. Agent 1 cannot distinguish s, from S2 and cannot distinguish s~ from S4, while agent 2 cannot distinguish
s, from s~ and cannot
symmetric
closure of
distinguish
so from
S4. Thus, %, is the reflexive
{(s,, SZ), (s~, S4)} (i.e., ~ is the least relation containing (sl, Sz) and (s~, S4) that
is reflexive and symmetric) while EZ is the reflexive symmetric closure of
{(s1, S3), (S2, S4)}. We take

the primitive

proposition

p to be true

at S2 and

s3,
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and false at s, and SA(so that m( S1)( p) = false, etc.). The Kripke structure M
is sketched in Figure 1 (where reflexive loops between states are ignored).
We assume that M is an SDP structure (so that S, , = ~(s)).
We take
to be the probability
space that assigns probability
1/2 to both s ~
= LPI,,,,
9 1.$,
space where both s, and sj
and S1. Similarly, Pz,,, = Pz, ,, is a probability
have probability
1/2. On the other hand, we take ,@l ,1 = .~l ,$, and Y~z,,,, =
9,
to be such that the probability
of S1 is 1. Take G = {1, 2}, and let ~-be
th~’~nfinite conjunction
E~:’zp A E&f ‘E~\zp A . . . . It is now easy to check that
(a) (M, s,) 1= v, (b) (M, Sz) ~ 1 E&/zp, and (c) (M, s~) R ~ E&\zp. Since
(M,s] ) % p, it follows that none of S1, Sz, or Sj satisfy p A E&lzp. Thus,
A E/~zp),
so (M, s,) # E&’’~(p A ~). In particular,
this
(M, s,) & E)z(p
means that ~ does not satisfy the fixed-point
equation X e E&/z(p A X).
However, a slight variation does work. Define (F~)Op = true and (F~)~+ IQ =
E:(P A (F~)Lp). Then, we take
(M, s)%

iff

C&p

(M, s) 1= (F~)~p

for all

k>

1.

We remark that this actually is a generalization
of the nonprobabilistic
case.
The reason is that if we define F; p ==true and F~+ 1P = E~( p A F: q), then
we get Fc~p = E~p (since both E~(p A $) w E~q A E~# and E~p * p are
valid). The analogous facts do not hold once we add probabilities,
as we have
already observed.13
The following lemma shows that this definition
indeed does have the right
properties:
5.1. C; p
E$.(q AX).

h3’wMA

X+

PROOF.

We first

is

show

t}le

that

greatest

ftied-point

C; q is a fixed-point

solution
solution

of

the

of the

equation
equation,

E~( q A C: p ) is valid. One implication
is straightforward:
if E:.(P A C: p) holds at (M, s), then so does E:( p A (F$)kq) for each k,
since C: p ~ (F$~p is valid. That is, (F$k+ ‘p holds for each k at (M, s), and
so C: p holds at (M, s). As for the other implication,
assume that C: p holds
at (M, s). Hence, (F~)~+ lq, that is, E:(P A (F/?) kq’), holds at (M. s) for each k.
For each agent i, let A,, ~ be the set of states in S, , where p A (~~)kq holds,
it follows that ( V,,,, )*( A,, L)
for k = 1,2 . . . . Since (M, s) % E~(p A (F~)kq),
that

is, that

c’: p *

131t is mtercsting
to note that the mfmite conjunction
E: p A
slightly different fixed-pojnt
equation, namely X - E~ p A E: X.
Mondercr
and Samct [1980]. Both cfefmitions are generalizations
since, as we observed above, E(, ( q A .Y) is equivalent to EC;q A
to the fixed-point equation Eb p A EC, X. The two defimtlons are
onc to use seems to depend on the application.
Our definition
aPProPri~te

in analyzing

probabilistic

[Halpern and Tuttle, 1993].

)Z A
is a solution
to a
This is the definition
taken by
of the nonprobabilistic
case,
E(J X, so Cc p IS also a solutlon
quite similar. Which is the right
seems to be somewhat more
(E:

coordinated attack and Byzantine ~greement protocols
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theory
> b, for each agent i and for all k. It is a standard result of probability
c A,, k such that B,, ~ is measurable
and p,, ,( B,, k) > b
that there exists B, ~ _
[Halmos, 1950; Neveu, 1964]. It is straightforward
to verify, by induction on k,
that (F~)~+ 1P + ( ~&)$P is valid. (pROOF. The case k = O is easy, since (F: )(~
= ~cftrue. For the reductive step, note that the validity of (F~)~ + lp * (f’: )$p
A (F~)k+ lP) - E~( p A (F~)kp).
But this last
implies the validity
of E&p
formula is precisely (F$L+ 2P = (F&+
‘p.) Thus, we have A, , >,4, ~ 2 Al ~
~ . . . . Without loss of generality, we can assume also that B, , ~ B,, ~ 5 B,, ~ ~
0”4 (since we can always replace B,, ~ by the union of B,, ~, for k’ > k). The set
B
= (l v=, B,, ~ k a measurable set; it is easy to see that it must have measure
p A C:(p)
holds at B, . . It thus follows that
a;’ least b. By construction,
E:( p A C$J p)) holds at (M, s), as desired.

We now show that C; q is the greatest fixed point. Assume that # is a fixed
point in a structure M, that is, that M > # = E:( p A I/J). We want to show
on k, that M + + + (F: )$P.
that ill > ~ - C: p. We first show, by induction
Since (F~)Op = ~,~true by definition,
the result is immediate
in the case of
k = O. For the induction step, suppose M & ~ * (F: )’”p. It follows easily that
Hence, since M 1= + = E~(q A +), we
M b E~(p A q?) _ E~(p A (F$’’ip).
must also have M 1= + + E~(p A (F~)’’p).
But (F&’)n+ 1P =~C~E~(p
A
So M k Y * (F.)b “’+ lP. This completes the inductive step. It now
(F:)”@).
follows that if (M, s) i= @, then (M, s) I= (F~)Ap for all k, and hence that
(M, S) i= C~ p. Thus, M k + = C: p. This proves
❑
fixed point of the equation X * E:( p A X).
It is now easy to check that we have the following
for E~ and C~.
CP1.
CP2.
RCP1.

E~p

*

that

C: p is the greatest

analogues

to the axioms

A ,.~Klh(p.

C~p*E~(pAC~p).
From + = E~(~

A p) infer

~ *

C: p.

We remark that these axioms and rule of inference
are sound in all
structures for knowledge and probability.
And again, we can actually show the
following strengthening
of RCP1: For any structure M, if * = E:( q!JA p) is
valid, in M then q!J~ C; p is valid in M.
It can be shown that these axioms and inference rule, together with the
axioms and inference rules C1–C3 and RC1 for common knowledge discussed
above and AX ~~A~ (respectively, AX) gives us a sound and complete axiomatization for this extended language in the measurable case (respectively, in the
general case). Moreover, we can prove a small model theorem, and show that
the validity problem for all variants of the logic is complete for exponential
time. These proofs are quite difficult; we hope to provide the details in a later
paper.
6. Conclusions
We have investigated a logic of knowledge and probability
that allows explicit
reasoning about probability. We have been able to obtain complete axiomatizasome
tions and decision procedures for our logic. We have also identified
important properties that might hold of the interrelationship
between agents’
probability
assignments at different states.
It seems to us that the most important
area for further research lies in
having a better understanding
of what the appropriate
choice of probability
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space is. Some discussion of this issue appears in [Fischer and Zuck, 1988]; a
more general treatment appears in [Halpern and Tuttle, 1993]. Using the ideas
in this paper together with Moses’ recent work [1988] on resource-bounded
and Halpern
have made progress on capturing
reasoning,
Moses, Tuttle,
inter-actiL’e proofs and zero knowledge [Goldwasser et al., 1989] in the framework
of knowledge and probability
discussed in this paper. These results appear in
[Halpern et al., 1988]. The analysis in [Halpern & al.. 1988] is done using the
same style of probability
assignment as in our examples in Section 3, that is,
they take S, ,,,,,, ~ to consist of all points with the same global state as (r, m).
This probability
assignment satisfies OBJ and UNIF, but not necessarily SDP.
Although
this is not the only choice of probability
assignment that is reasonable in this context, there are good grounds for believing that no reasonable
choice will satisfy SDP. If there are nonprobabilistic
events in a system as well
as probabilistic
events, SDP seems inappropriate.
As we said earlier, a general
framework for deciding which choice of probability
assignment is appropriate,
presented in terms of adversaries, appears in [Halpern and Tuttle, 1993].
As this discussion may suggest, although our understanding
of the subtle
interaction between knowledge and probability
is increasing, more work needs
to be done in this area. It would be especially useful to have a larger body of
examples on which to test our ideas. The economics and game theory literature
may be a good source for such examples. We expect that further progress can
be made by combining the intuitions
from both computer science and game
theory.
The foundations of this paper were greatly influenced by
discussions the second author had with Yoram Moses and Mark Tuttle in the
context of their joint work on capturing
interactive
proofs [Halpern
et al.,
1988]. In particular, their observation that it was necessary to allow S,,, to be a
subset of ~(s)
caused us to rethink many of our ideas. They also suggested
taking K,fi~ to be an abbreviation
for Kl(wl( p) > b) rather than w,(p) > b, as
was done in an early draft of this paper. As usual, Moshe Vardi’s comments
helped improve both the style and content of the paper. Finally, we would like
to thank an anonymous referee for a close reading of the paper and many
useful comments and suggestions that improved the presentation of the results.
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